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Abstract : The low-J resonances in the Coulomb barrier region of the ' 2C+' 2C system are investigated
in the framework of a microscopic cluster model basis including ' ZC+` 2C, x+ 2°Ne, and
BBe+' 60 fragment decompositions . Calculations are carried out in an orthogonality condition
model approximation in which Pauli-forbidden components are properly excluded from the basis
but in which the interaction among cluster fragments is approximated by a local potential, ob-
tained from a gaussian NN interaction by a folding procedure leading to both spherical and
Q ~ Q terms . Only minor adjustments of overall strength and fall-off parameters are introduceá to
gain a consistent picture of the low-energy spectrum in the separate rearrangement channels . The
basis includes cluster relative motion excitations with oscillator quanta from 12 to 20 and is not
quite rich enough to give a detailed quantitative comparison between theory and experiment .
Predicted excitation energies are too high by ~3 MeV and predicted ' 2C partial widths are too
small to indicate a well-developed surface-peaked molecular character ; but it does appear
possible to identify a 5 MeV region as the potential seat of the 0*, 2*, 4* resonances. The number
and approximate spacing of the resonance fine structure components are in agreement with
experiment .

1 . Introduction

Since the first discovery t
) of the narrow resonances near the Coulomb barrier in the

tzC+' zC system a large number of investigations, both experimental and theoretical,
have been undertaken in an attempt to elucidate the nature of these resonances. The
slope oftheJ-dependence ofthe gross structure ofthese resonances is consistent with an
inertia parameter for two nearly touching tZC nuclei, and many of the theoretical
studies of these resonances seem to confirm the usefulness of the quasimolecular
picture. One of the distinctive features of the resonances in the tZC+'ZC excitation
functions z, s ) is the rich fine structure of these resonances. As many as C~10 closely
spaced resonances ofthe same Jx are observed in many different exit channels in a 2-3
MeV interval, individual fine structure peaks having widths of 100-200 keV. A com-
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plete understanding ofthis fine structure, seemingly related to the nonspherical shape of
the two ' ZC nuclei, may serve as one of the most severe tests of the quasimolecular
interpretation of these resonances .
Most recent theoretical interpretations are based on some variant of the Imanishi

model a), yet despite extensive theoretical effort by the Greiner school s ), Abe, Matsuse
and Kondo 6), and many others'), a detailed explanation of these resonances has not
yet been given in the framework of a fully microscopic theory . A ' ZC+ 1z C cluster
model description of the A = 24 system, possibly coupled to cluster states with frag-
ment decompositions corresponding to the most important exit channels 8), is the only
model suffciently microscopic for a detailed examination of this problem. In many
simple cluster systems, e.g. the a+ a or a+ 1 ZC systems, theexclusion of Pauli-forbidden
components in the wave functions is often more essential than the inclusion of the
exchange terms in the interaction kernel, and the latter can be approximated by an
effective local potential . Such systems have therefore been studied successfully in the
framework of the orthogonality condition model (OCM) 9 ). In heavier systems the
usefulness of the OCM is not established. However, in a system such as the 12C+ 1zC

"molecules", a cluster system made up oftwo nearly touching fragments, with fragment
internal excitations limited mainly to rotational excitations such as the 0+, 2+ , 4+
excitations of the ' ZC fragments, the exclusion of Pauli-forbidden components may
again be more important than an inclusion of the exchange terms in the interaction. In
view of the great difficulty of a fully microscopic coupled-channel treatment of such a
system, it may be worthwhile first to attempt a detailed OCM investigation . Recently,
norm andoverlap matrix elements for the binary fragment decompositions ' ZC+' ZC,
SBe +' 60, a+ 2 °Ne, p+ZsNa, n+z sMg of the A = 24 system have been made avail-
able'°), making it.possible to undertake such an investigation.

In a very preliminary study ") a phenomenological interaction with Q ~ Qterms was
used to examine the question : is a simple ' ZC+' ZC molecular basis sufficient to
account for the density of low-J resonances in the Coulomb barrier region? For
extreme simplicity only those components of the 'ZC+' zC cluster model basis cor-
responding to 2fi~ shell-model excitations were retained in the basis, and for this reason
this initial calculation was unable to predict (even approximately) the absolute po-
sitions of the resonances or make estimates of their widths. Instead, spectroscopic
factors were used as a rough indicator of their strengths . In earlier OCM studies of the
A = 24 system, an 16 0+2a model 'z) was used to focus on the low-lying excitations in
ZaMg . OCM calculations for uncoupled a+ z°Ne, eBe+160, and 1zC+' ZC models ")
gave an indication ofthe appearance of low-J molecular states in the 22 MeVexcitation
region, with large' ZC + 12C reduced width amplitudes . A first attempt to focus on the
details of the fine strûcture of individual J~ resonances has very recently been made in a
pure 1zC+'ZC basis 1a) .

It is the purpose of the present investigation to generalize the earlier attempts with a
cluster model basis sufficiently rich to reproduce the degree of complexity of the
resonance fine structure and including a sufficient number ofrelative motion oscillator
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excitations to approach a semi-realistic description ofthe cluster radial wave functions .
As in ref. 11) the present study focuses on the low-J Coulomb barrier region of the
12C+1ZC system since an interpretation in terms of quasibound states may be most
appropriate for this region . The basis of our model is defined in sect . 2. Since a simple
12C+1zC quasimolecular basis seems to be insufficient to account for all ofthe rich fine
structure of the observed resonances 6 .11) the present model couples the ' ZC +' ZC,
a+ Z°Ne, and BBe+ 160 channels. Relative motion oscillator excitations have been
limited to values corresponding to shell model excitations with oscillator excitation
energies 5 8hco to keep the dimension of the basis manageable. The details of theOCM
equations of motion applied to this cluster model basis are presented in sect . 3. The
cluster-cluster potential function is obtained from an effective NN interaction via a
folding procedure in sect. 4. This leads to a specific form for the radial dependence ofthe
cluster relative motion potential function, including a spherically symmetric term and
Q ~ Q couplings due to the nonspherical intrinsic shapes of 1aC, BBe, and z°Ne frag-
ments. Although a small (10-20 ~) adjustment ofboth the overall strength and dilfuse-
ness parameters of the folded potentials are introduced in the separate 12C+'ZC,
BBe+ 160, and a+ Z°Ne channels to gain a consistent picture of the low-energy spec-
trum of the A = 24 system, no further parameter adjustments are made in the Q ~ Q
terms of the interaction which are responsible for the details ofthe fine structure of the
resonances . The results ofthe present investigation are discussed in sect . 5. No attempt
has been made to optimize the agreement between the model andexperiment since the
aim of this work is limited to showing the feasibility of a microscopic cluster model
description of the resonances, including a coupling of the 12C+12C basis to the most
important rearrangement channels . Although our basis is not expected to be rich
enough to give a quantitative comparison between the theoretical model and experi-
ment, it appears to be possible to identify a 5 MeVregion in the predicted spectrum as
the seat ofthe candidates for the J~ = 0+, 2 +, 4 + molecular resonances. However, the
fact that the predicted excitation energies are too high (by about 3 MeV) and the fact
that the predicted 12C+ 1zC reduced width amplitude in the surface region (with
R ~ 5.5 fm) are too small and not sufficiently developed to be of true molecular
character, shows that the basis of the present investigation must be expanded to
include higher oscillator excitations in the relative motion degrees of freedom. It is
nevertheless possible to conclude from this study that a microscopic cluster model
picture can account for the major features of the observed resonances in the Coulomb
barrier region of the 1ZC+ 1zC system . It may, however, be more accurate to charac-
terize the quasibound states responsible for the resonances as quasi-molecular rather
than true molecular states, if a true molecular state is to be characterized by an
extreme peaking of the 1zC+ 12C relative motion function at an internuclear
distance of ~ 5.5 fm.



where .s~ antisymmetrizes ~a under exchange ofnucleons between cluster fragments of

mass fand A-f. The square brackets denote SU(3}coupling. [The notation of the

paper follows that of ref. 1°), particularly insofar as the SU(3) quantum numbers and
coupling coefficients are concerned.] In thç above, astands for the quantum numbers
(~,~~~), (.~~,~ )c and specifies the nature of the fragments f, A-f. Specifically, the ~a
include

(i) the 12C+ 12C basis

(iii) the aBe+ 160 basis
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2. Thecluster model basis

Sinceapure 12C+ 12C cluster model basis may not be enough to account for the full

fine structure ofthe resonanoes, thea+2°Ne and 8Be + 160 channels are to be coupled

to the 12C+ 12C channel and are thus included explicitly in our microscopic cluster

model basis. The cluster model functions are to be expanded in an SU(3~oupled

harmonic oscillator basis, with cluster-internal and cluster-relative-motion functions

with equal oscillator width parameters . The norm and overlap diagonalizations are

greatly simplified in such an SU(3)-coupled cluster basis. It therefore forms a natural

basis for the OCM approximation. The properly antisymmetrized SU(3)-coupled
cluster model functions are to be denoted by ~a,

~a = ~ICC~(z'~r)(f) x ~(~A-,u~-f)(A-f)]~~J xX(Q°)(Rf)]KiM>,

	

(1)

~ILL4'(04)(12C) X ,ti(04)(12C)](,~~) X Z,(Q°)IR12-12)]KJM~+

(ü) the a+ 2°Ne basis

~ILL~(oo)(a) x
~(eo)(2oNe)](ao) x X(Q-4. °)(Ra_2o)]Kiwi .

	

(2b)

~ILL4~(40)(8~) X ,~,(00)(16O)](40) X x(Q°)(R8 _ 16)]KJ~>~

Rf

	

b{CAAf J (r1+. . . +rf)-CA(A
.i)~(rf+1 +

. . . +rA) },

(2c)

The fragment internal wave functions, ~, are the simplest possible shell-model wave
functions of pure SU(3) symmetry ; e.g ., (~,Jhf) _ (04) forf = 12C. The basis thus
includes the excitation of each 12C fragment to 2+ and 4+ states, and similarly the
excitation of 2°Ne to 2 + , 4+, 6 + , 8 + states and 8Be to 2+ , 4+ states, that is all members
of the ground-state rotational band of each cluster fragment. The relative motion
harmonic oscillator wave function X(Q°)(Rf) carries Q oscillator quanta ; Rf is the
appropriate dimensionless relative coordinate for fragments f and A-f:
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where b = [i~/mom]}, m = nucleon mass. Since we are interested in positive-parity
states, Q must be even, and in the tZC+ tZC channel (~.~~.~) is restricted to (08), (24) and
(40) .
The smallest Pauli-allowed value of Q is 12 . For Q = 12 the Pauli-allowed states are

restricted to those with (~,~) _ (84), (73), (62), (51), (40) in the tZC+ tZC channel,
(~iu) _ (84), (46), (08) in the a+ 2°Ne channel, and (~h) _ (84) in the BBe+ t 60 chan-
nel . Note, however, that the three (84) states are identically equal, since there is but a
single shell-model state with (~h) _ (84). It is the dominant component of the ground
rotational band of aaMg. To eliminate redundant states and form an orthogonal basis
of independent Pauli-allowed states, the norm and overlap matrix diagonalization is
carried out

~ «al~ba~>~a, = ß~a.
a ,

In the SU(3}coupled basis, ~a, the overlap matrix elements (~a~~a.) are diagonal in
(~.~) and x, and independent of xJM. The diagonalization is therefore factored and can
be carried out separately in each (~.p) subspace . For each such (~~) subspace the
summation in eq . (4) thus runs only over the fragment designations and the quantum
numbers (~~u~) (when needed) . The sums over á thus contain at most five terms in our
chosen basis. With~.~ca .~

z = 1, eq. (4) leads to the orthonormal basis

where the states, (5 ), are eigenstates of the antisymmetrizer in the chosen Hilbert space.
Table 1 lists the SU(3) quantum numbers, (1.h), of the Pauli-allowed states (ß ~ 0)

both for the restricted basis of a pure t ZC +' ZC channel (table 1a) and for the full basis

TAß~ .E la

Pauli-allowed states in the ` 2C+'2C basis

Q

12 (84), (73), (62), (51), (40)

(~uY'

14 (14, 2), (11, 5), (l2, 3), (13, 1), (10, 4)2 , (11, 2), (12, 0), (93)2 , (10, 1), (82) 2 , (71), (60)

16 (20, 0), (17, 3), (18, 1), (14, 6), (15, 4), (16, 2)2 , (13, 5) 2 , (14, 3) 2 , (15, I), (12, 4)', (13, 2),
(14, 0), (11, 3) 2, (12, 1), (10, 2) 2 , (91), (80)

18 (20, 4), (22, 0), (17, 7), (18, 5), (19, 3), (20, 1), (16, 6)2 , (17, 4), (18, 2) 2 , (15, 5) 2 , (16, 3)2 ,
(17, 1), (14, 4) 3, (15 .2), (16, 0), (13, 3) 2 , (14, 1), (12, 2) 2 , (11, 1), (10, 0)

20 (20, 8), (22, 4), (24, 0), (19, 7), (20, 5), (21, 3), (22, 1), (18, 6) 2 , (19, 4), (20, 2)2 , (17, 5)2 ,
(18, 3) 2 , (19, l), (16, 4) 3 , (17, 2), (18, 0), (15, 3) 2 , (16, 1), (14, 2) 2 , (13, 1), (12, 0)
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TABLE ! b
Pauli-allowed states in the'zC+' zC, x+ z°Ne, s Be+' 60 coupled basis

(84) . (73), (~). (O8), (62), (51), (40)

(Zp)"

of all three channels (table lb). For Q >_ 20 the possible (~,~) states are all linearly
independent and become allowed. The rich structure of many possible states in the
tzC+ 12C basis mayexplain why many fine structure components are observed in the
resonances ofthe 1zC+ 1 ZCexcitation functions. Some representations, (~,~~ appear in
all three channels, in particular (~u) _ (Q+4, 0) (Q+2, 1) (Q, 2) (Q-2, 3) (Q-4, 4).
Overlap matrix elements in these states are significantly large. As an example, the
overlap matrix elements for states with Q = 16, (zu) _ (12, 4) are shown in table 2.
Such large overlaps are consistent with the fact that many Coulomb barrier resonances
observed in the 1 ~C+ 1ZC induced reaction are strongly correlated in various exit
channels of a+Z°Ne and BBe+160.
The coupling of 12C+ 1ZC, a+ Z°Ne, and BBe+ 160 channels appears to be impor-

tant for a proper treatment of the Coulomb-barrier resonance region. The nucleon

f+(A_n

') To focus on the magnitude of the overlaps the states ~" have been renormalired to give diagonal
entries of 1 .0. The actual values of the norms are 0.403145, 0.222080, 0.0850768, 0.674438 and 0.386503 .

14

16

(14, 2), (l 1, 5), (12, 3)z,
(28), (7l), (60)

(20, 0), (17, 3), (18, 1)z,

(13, l),

(l4, 6),

(!0, 4)`, (l 1, 2), (l2, 0), (85), (93)z , (!0, 1), (66), (47), (82)z ,

(l5, 4), (l6, 2)`, (13, 5)z, (14, 3)4 , (15, 1), (12, 4) 3 , (13, 2),
(14, 0), (10, 5), (11, 3)z, (12, 1), (86), (67), (l0, 2)z , (48), (9l), (80)

l8 (20, 4), (22, 0)', (l7, 7), (l8, 5), (19, 3), (20, 1)3 , (l6, 6)z, (l7, 4), (l8, 2)4, (l5, 5)z, (16, 3)`,
(17, 1), (14, 4) 5 , (l5, 2), (l6, 0), (12, 5), (13, 3)z, (l4, 1), (l0, 6) ; (12, 2) z , (87), (68), (11, !),
(10, 0)

20 (20, 8), (22, 4), (24, 0)', (19, 7), (20, 5), (21, 3), (22, 1) 3 , (18, 6)z, (19, 4), (20, 2)`, (17, 5)z ,
(18, 3)`, (19, 1), (16, 4)°, (17, 2), (18,0), (14, 5), (15, 3)z , (l6 ; 1), (12, 6), (14, 2)z , (10, 7), (88),
(l3, 1), (12, 0)

Overlaps

izC+ iaC

TABLE

for states with

izC+ izC
(24)

2
Q = 16, (Zt~)

izC+ izC

(40)

_ (12, 4)

a+z°Ne
(80)

sHe+' 60

1 .0 `) 0.303870 0.129501 0.185016 0.492974
1 .0 0.661192 0.177461 0.564195

1 .0 0.125391 0.413667
1 .0 0.256305

1 .0
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channels have been neglected largely for simplicity even though some'ZC+' ZC basis
states have significant overlaps with the p+ 23Na and n+ 23Mg channels'°). It may
perhaps be expected that the nucleon channels do not play a majorrole in the dynamics
of the resonances, that is in the determination of the nature of the quasibound states,
although they must be taken into account in a quantitative determination ofthe widths.
Even without the nucleon channels the microscopic cluster model basis of the present
investigation is a rich one. With Q restricted to 12 5 Q 5 20 the dimensions of the
bases for J = 0, 2, and 4 are 48,137, ánd 190 in the restricted space ofthe pure' ZC +'ZC
channel. These are increased to 76, 208, and 292 for the full basis of mixed ' ZC +' ZC,
a+ Z°Ne, and BBe+' 60 channels .

3. TheOCM egaation of motion

The orthogonality condition model (OCM) approximation was first introduced in
the a-a scattering problem 9) since it accounts well for the almost energy-independent
inner oscillatory behavior ofthe a-a scattering wave function of RGM type. TheOCM
hasbeen appliedsuccessfully to describe the spectrum of 60below ~ 15 MeVthrough
an a +'ZCcluster model 's) and gives agood account ofthe scattering'e )of a-particles
on'ZC. Recently, the structure of ~°Ne has been investigated with the use ofa coupled
(a+'60), (el3e+' ZC) treatment "). Although progress has been made in the eval-
uation of the full interaction kernel for the ' ZC+' ZC, a+ Z°Ne, 8 13e +' 60 cluster
decomposition of the A = 24 system'8 ), a fully microscopic multichannel RGM or
GCM treatment of the' ZC+'ZC excitation functions would constitute a major com-
putational effort . If exchange terms in the interaction kernel do not play a prominent
role in the resonant structure of the'ZC+' ZC system, an OCM treatment in which
Pauli-forbidden components are properly excluded from the basis, even though ex-
change terms in the interaction are not treated correctly, mayform a more reasonable
starting point for a microscopic study of this problem. The availability of the needed
norm and overlap kernels makes such a calculation tractable .

In the OCM approximation, the hamiltonian, H, is approximated by .7í° where

In this effective .7t°, K is the overlap kernel which insures the exclusion of Pauli-
forbidden components, T is the kinetic energy operator for the relative motion of
fragments f and A-f, V is an effective local potential between clusters, and H, �«�,a,
gives the internal excitation energy of the fragments.
To make the meaning of the operator K more precise, it is useful to discuss first the

transformation from the SU(3}-coupled cluster model basis, ~a [see eq. (2)],.to the more
conventional channel spin basis,

~t = "~I((~~;f~f'U) x ~i~"- ;"" -''(A-f)h~ xx`i°'(Rf))ru>,

	

(7)
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where i denotes the angular momentum quantum numbers, (Ijl,,- jI~L) ofthe channel
spin scheme . Note that the label i also includes the fragment designationf (and hence
A -f). In eq. (7) the round brackets denote ordinary angularmomentum coupling. The
~; and ~a are related by the orthogonal transformation

where

Wt = ~ UtaWa+

	

Wa = ~ UtaWt+

Üta = ~ ~(~j~j)Ij ; (~,,-jl~A- j)IA-jII(~c~c)Kclc%

Since these Uta are real,

~, UtaUJa = atr

	

~. UtaUtp = aaß'

	

(10)
a

	

t

Note that both labels a and i include the cluster designationJ; but the transformation
coetlicients are diagonal in the fragment decomposition anddo not connect states with
f' ~f. Thus the sumover a (or i) includes only sums over the labels (~ta), x, and (d~~~) (or
IjIA _ jI~I,) appropriate for the fixed fragment decomposition implied by i (or a) . U
the relative motion functions are factored into radial and angular parts

Xt~'(Rj) =~Q°'(Rj)YLM(~j~

	

(11)

where ~j denotes a unit vector, the overlap kernel can be defined through

K , R, R) _

	

.~ b(Rj-R)

	

~zrur>

	

X ,~, ~A - I/iA-I) I -	x Y ~ti (

	

~

	

R2

	

((Y'S f

	

U)

	

4~5~-f

	

( A

	

j))l

	

L(

	

j))JMI

The norm and overlap matrix elements are related to the matrix elements ofK by

Also,

x .sat
8(Rj .

Z
R

)

	

r~f )

	

x

	

" -r~~-r) A-	x Y , ~ ,

	

\.

	

12

_ ~ U;aUt.a .
J
dRRZ

J
dRRZ~~Q°~(~)*Ktr(~~ R~iq.°'(R) .

	

(13)
tt'

Kit' ~~ ca.Ut,a.91KL$ " ° ~~ = ß ~~ caUtar~ ci°'~,

	

(14a)
t.

	

a'

	

a
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namely,

where

i , a .

= ß ~~ c,U,~Q°~(R)
l

,

	

(14b)
a

where eq. (14) is the channel spin analog of eq . (4) . In eq. (14) the sumover i' fand hence
á)includes a summation over all fragment decompositions f, whereas the index i
stands for channel spin quantum numbers for a fixedf.

In theOCMapproximation the hamiltonian matrix elements between the orthonor-
malized cluster model basis states

In the last form of eq . (15b) the functions ~a do not include the antisymmetrizer ~
(which has been eliminated by the operation ofJK) ; that is ~a is defined by ~a = .~~a.

In terms of such SU(3}-coupled cluster functions, or s, the matrix elements of the
operators d, where 0 is T, or V, or H;�,«�a , are first related to matrix elements M~. The
latter are defined by

<LL~IzJ"f)U x ~cAA-/I i A - f)(A-f)~«°~) x XcQ°1(Rj)~K.tMI~

ILLY'lif.~r)(f') x .A(AA-f./lA-f .l(A-f')~1~><<) xXcQ "
°~(Rj')~Kzin~i

K~I~L Kc " Ic " L'

Mo = <( L~lAfi`')( .Î ) x ~(AA-/IiA-r)(A-f )~rc~Î~~ xXi°~(Rj)).rnrl

x OI(L~IAf'~`'')( .Î~) x ~czA-f "uA-J.1(A -f~)~Kz`i`.`') x XL~,°1(Rj'))JM~ "

(16)

(17)

~~~a~a~H~ ~,~ca'~a~
l

(15a)

are replaced by

1_

~R~
~~~acá UiaVi'a'<Q° 'I~ii'I~Q.° '>
~' a'

_ ~ ~ CaUia ~ Cz'Ui'i~~(Q
°'ILT+ V+H; �ternal~ü'I~ Q

.
° "i

aa' i i'

_ ~CaCa.~lrlQIT-i-V+Hi~tarnallWa' %' (156)
aa'
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For 0 = Tor 0 = H,�«r� a ~, theMa are very simple
(i) The kinetic energy. With 0 = T,

Mr = aLI'a(ael4kejn~~'~'1K~'I~'aL "L'

x4~tcu{SQ.Q'(2Q+3)-SQ.Q'+z[(Q'+L+3)(Q'-L+2)]~

(ü) The cluster-interna! energy. With 0 = H, �«,a,,,

MH~.~.~.~ = aI . t'Sf~ . 4"SQ. Q'aL . u
lrl,,-r

x ~(~.jltl)1j i (~A-jN~A- j)1A- jII(~d=c)kclc%

x ~(~jhj)1ji (~A-jfAA- j)IA-I~~(~c'f~c')Kc'lei

x {Ej(1j)+EA-I(IA_ j)+S(~)K~(~1u~>K~Em(f,A-f) },

where the energy is given relative to the ground state of zaMg. The Ej(Ij ) are the
excitation energies of the state with spin 1j in nucleus f, and E~,(f, A-f) is the
threshold energy for the decay to the f+ (A -f) channel .

Before proceeding to M,, the choice of Vhas to be discussed.

4. The cloater~luster potential fonction

(18)

(19)

As in many other applications of the OCM, the effective local potential between
clusters, V, is chosen to be a folded potential of a simple effective NN interaction . As in
the coupled channel OCM study of z°Ne [ref. l')], we also assume that the folded
potential itselfdoes not connect the different channels, and that the coupling arises only
through the operator K .
The folded potential has been evaluated by the method of Goto and Horiuchi' 9 )

which is very well suited to the present case, where the cluster fragments are described
by non-spherical internal states of good SU(3) symmetry . The NN interaction is
assumed to be made up of a linear combination of terms of gaussian form

where r;~ is the distance between nucleon i in fragmentfandnucleonj in fragment A -f.
For such a gaussian term in the interaction the general form ofthe folded potential for
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fragmentsf+A-Jsuch as IZC+ tzC, a+ z°Ne, and BBe+' 60, is given by

where

V = 16(16W+8B-8H-4M)~2bz ~ exp [ -XRz]
P

x ~a t +azXRz +a3XZlt

+ is rz(bI +bzXRz)([(~-f)~Íf)+.ÎQ(A-.i) ]' Q(R))

+ 15 ~nz(ó-3XRz +í~XzR4)(Q(.Î)' Q(A-.Î))}

ZJZA -~z

	

l3V "	~

	

(21)

and R° = r°~+ (A -f)}]/b[A/f(A -f)]~ ; with r° = 1 .3 fm. The coefficients a,, b, are
listed in table 3 . The distance between fragmentsj and A -f is given in terms of the
dimensionless relative coordinate, R, between fragmentsfand A -f, defined in eq . (3) ;
b = [b/mom]~ . The first term in the potential is a spherically symmetric potential . Dueto
the intrinsic non-spherical nature ofthe' zC, B Be, and z°Ne wave functions ofour basis,
the folding procedure leads to quadrupole-quadrupole interaction terms as well . These
Q ~ Q couplings are of two types, the first an interaction between internal and relative
motion quadrupole terms, the second a Q ~ Q interaction of the internal-internal type
which occurs only in the ' zC + tzC decomposition of our basis. The relative motion
quadrupole operator is defined by Q(R) = Rz Yz(~). The quadrupole operators Q(n,
Q(A -f)involving the cluster internal degrees offrcedom are effectively Elliott-type Q-
operators . (The normalization is such that ]s'rtQ(f)' Q(n = C(.lfpf)-1f (If + 1), with
C(~1P) _ ~(~z + pz +~.~c+3~,+3p).) Note that both the spherical and the Q ~ Q terms of
the potential have, besides a polynomial dependence, a gaussian fall-offwith increase in
the relative motion variable R . A uniform-sphere Coulomb term is included via the

TABLE 3

Coefficients of the folded potentials

(22)

f+(A _f) ai az as bi bz

' zC+'zC 144-96q+~z 64t1-~z 9
~z (~ - ié7~1X árlzX

a+ z°Ne 80-40q+~z g;n-~qz z
ílós~l (~+íló~1r1X

3X
BBe+' 60 128-80q+20gz ,~_4,~z a

3
1Se7 (~ -í~hlX é+IzX
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error function approximation. It has been shown 19) that the folded potentials for the
1 zC +'ZC and a+Z°Ne channels include additional terms (ofhigher multipole charac-
ter). These have been neglected since they are expected to make only minor
contributions.
The spherical terms (that is the first and fourth terms) of Vmake the following

contributions to M,,

MY - SI.I'S(Zd4)K~n~~~I4~~r1dSL .L'

x
{16(16W+8B-8H-4M)I 262P~~~LQ°~I(al+aZXR2+Q3XZR4)

x exp [-XR Z]I~Q
.
°li

+

	

ZjZA-~Z

	

lg~cQ
°) I 1

erf
C3~R/ I

~Q.°1

~~ ~

	

(23)

The contribution of the second (internal-relative motion Q " Q) term of Vto M,, is

where

xGj((~d~c)K~~(~~'P~')K~'I~'K~Q°'I(bl+bZXR2)RZexp [-XRZ]I~Q "°~, (24)

Gj((~~u~)x~~, (~c'~~')K~ 1~') = E <(11)2 ; (z~'~~)K~I~"II(~~uc)Kc~J P
P

x {(A-f)U((11)(~j~j)(~c~e)(~A-IhA-!), (~jPj)_ _ ; (~~'R~')-P)
x (- 1) 1+Ó1tf.0rC(~j~Í)]~+f II((11)(ÁA-j~A-!)(~c~c)(~jFtj) ;

(~,A_j~.lA_j)__ ;\~c'~c')-P)(-1)1+ólt,,_J,0[C(~A_j~A-j)]}~' (25)

Finally, the third (internal-internal Q ~ Q) term contributes

M - S

	

8

	

S

	

1 (16W+8B-8H-4M)C z_

	

I~n2v -	j. j'

	

i~4

	

L. ~" 16

	

2b Pp

x ~~Q°'I (á -XRZ+i3XZR4) expL-XR Z]I~i~°li
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X 1S(Z~ç)K~(%4-P~1K~ZLC(~d~c)-C(~j~j)-C(~A-IfAA-j)]

~, ~(~I~j)Ij ; (~.A- jltA -j)IA-JII (~c~c)K~c%
If1e_f

X ~(~jf4j)Iji (~A-j~A -j)IA-jII(~c'~e')Kc'1c'%

x ~Ljc(Ic+ 1)-Ij(Ij+ 1)-IA - j(IA -j+1)]~ .

	

(26)

5 .1 . THE MODEL PARAMETERS

5. Results

It is the aim of the present work to study the feasibility of a microscopic clustermodel
description of the 'ZC +'ZC resonances and to investigate the importance of the
coupling ofrearrangement channels to the' ZC+ 1 ZC channel for the rich complexity of
the resonance fine structure. Theemphasis is not on a detailed comparison ofnumerical
calculations with experiment . Thus no search was made for optimum values ofparam-
eters to reproduce experimental data. Instead, only a minimum of adjustments have
been made, and parameters have been chosen to be within a reasonable range of the
values predicted from the underlying microscopic NN interaction model.
The threshold energies and excitation energies of the fragments are all taken from

experiment. The harmonic oscillator size parameter 6 is set to 1.7 fm . The NN in-
teraction from which the folded potential has been constructed has been chosen to be
the no . 2 potential ofHasegawa andNagata Z° ). (In this potential the radial forms ofthe
even-state potentials have been fitted to the coordinate representation of the reaction
matrices and the depth parameters have been determined so as to reproduce the
binding energy of 4He. For the odd-state interaction they have used Tamagaki's
potential which reproduces the a-a scattering phase shifts reasonably well .) It is to be
noted that our numerical results are sensitive only to the depth of the potential but are
otherwise rather insensitive to the details of the effective interaction since only the
coefficient (16W+8B-8H-4M) appears in the matrix elements of our model.
Only two adjustments have been made in the final parameters of the folded poten-

tials. Since the folded potentials often lead to a rotational spectrum which is too
compressed,a multiplicative factor c wasintroduced in the exponents of the gaussians
exp (-c~R2), in order to strengthen slightly the fall off of the folded potentials . The
values of c chosen are 1.15, 1 .20, and 1.15 for ' ZC+'ZC, a+ Z°Ne, and gBe+' 60,
respectively. This modification was introduced mainly to insure the proper characteris-
tics for the ground-state rotational band, in particular the dominanceofthe (~,~) _ (84)
representation ; cf, table 4. In addition, in order to gain a consistent picture of the low-
energy spectrum ofthe A = 24 system from the three different channels a small adjust-
ment was made in the overall strength of the folded potential for each channel. The
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5.2 . THE LOW-ENERGY SPECTRUM

TABLE 4

Wave functions of the low-lying states

Only states with amplitudes greater than 0 .2 are shown.

main component of the ground state of Z4Mg is the single (84) state of our basis. As
pointed out earlier, the three (84) states represented in terms of a IZC+' ZC, a+Z°Ne,
and s l3e+`60 cluster basis are thus identical states . A multiplicative factor c' was
therefore introduced for the overall strength of the folded potential in each channel so
that the position of a pure (84) Jx = 0+ state was identical when calculated with the
three different cluster representations . With values ofc' of0.86735,1 .0090 and0.89790
for t ZC+' ZC, a+z°Ne, and BBe + t60, the initial expectationvalue ofthe pure (84) 0+
state was fixed at 6.0 MeV. This choice ofthe (84) 0+ matrix element is justified by the
fact that the subsequent matrix diagonalization in the full basis of our model leads to a
predicted ground-state energy very close to the experimental value.

It is well known that the low-lying levels of Z 4Mg can be classified into several
rotational bands. TheO1 , 2; , and4i states belong to the ground rotational band with
K~ = 0 + , the 2z , 3 i and 4i states to theK` = 2 + band, and the OZ and 24 states to a
Kx = 0+ excited band .
The full three rearrangement channel calculation reproduces the observed spectrum

reasonably well (fig . 1). However, the predicted spectrum is still too compressed, a
property which is to be expected since our cluster model basis includes only states of
[46] space-symmetry ofhigh (~.p,) with large intrinsic deformation and excludes mainly
states with small (~.~). Ifincluded, the latter, especially states oflower space symmetry,
would tend to increase the rotational spacings . The leading components (with ampli-
tudes > 0.2) of the wave functions ofthe low-lying 0+ , 2+ , 4+ states are shown in table
4. It is to be noted that, except for the (48) states, all the components shown in table 4

(Ap)K 0
+
1 0+2 0

`
3 2+1 2+2 2 +3 2+4 4

+
1 4

`
2 4 +

3 44̀ 4+S 4+6

(84x) 0.75 -0.27 -0.41 0 .80 0 .22 0 .68 0.49 0.28
(84)2 0.77 0.38 -0.38 0.64 -0.46
(84)4 0.65 0 .52
(73)1 0 .66 -0.23 -0.50 0.34
(46x) -0.38 -0.51 0.38 -0.49 -0.21 -0.47 0.40
(46)2 0 .24 0 .23 0 .39
(46~ -0.36 0.61 0 .61
(08x1 0.24 0.62 0 .27 -0.26 0.63 0.42 -0.47
(62x) -0.28 0.32 -0.53 -0.29
(62)2 - 0.23
(51)1 -0.48 0.41 -0.28
(40)0 -0.25 0 .61 -0.26
(48x) 0.24 0 .23
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Fig . 1 . Low-lying energy spectrum for '°Mg. (a) Calculations for the full ' ZC+' ZC, a+ 2°Ne,
8ße+' 60 cluster model basis with relative motion oscillator excitations, 12 5 Q 5 20 . (b) Calculations

for a pure '~C +'ZC basis .

belong to the lowest shell-model configuration (cf. table 1) . Ourmodel space misses the
additional (81) (54) (62) (35) (43) (51) (24) Z (32) (40) (13) and (02) states of the lowest
shell-model configuration, but is wide enough that it encompasses the essential ingre-
dients of the experimental data . Calculations with the use of a pure t ZC + t ZC cluster
basis only are also shown in fig. l (for states 0+, 2+ ). It is to be noted that the agreement
with experiment deteriorates with the use of the t

ZC+ tZC basis only. In particular, the
pure' ZC+ tZ~ basis does not reproduce the observed density of 2+ states below 10
MeV. The fact that the ground state is predicted to lie lower in the truncated pure
izC+tzC basis is an artifice of the OCM approximation. States with Q >_ 14, which
lead to the depression of theQ = 12 (~ .p) _ (84) ground state, belong predominantly to
the tZC+ tZC cluster decomposition and are thus most effective in a pure t2C+tZC

basis. Their effectiveness is somewhat reduced in the full basis because their matrix
connections to the a+ Z°Ne and eBe+' 60 components of the (84) state are missing
because of the assumed form of our effective interaction .
An extensive study of24Mg was carried out with an'60+2a OCMcluster model by

Kato and Bando t~)
. In the lowest oscillator quanta this model space is identical with

that ofthe a+s°Ne cluster basis and is generally more restricted than our mixed cluster
model basis. The'60+2a model is thus incapable of predicting the 23 state at 7.35
MeV, for example. We have also calculated the spectrum by restricting the basis to
include the BBe+ t60 channel only, in order to see whether the so-called "helicopter
model" z

t ) of Z4Mg may have some of the flavor ofa microscopic basis. The results are
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far from encouraging . The helicopter model does not pay due attention to the Pauli
principle . It includes many Pauli-forbidden components ; and the potential parameters
used difï'er widely from values which can be considered reasonable when inferred froma
microscopic starting point.

5 .3. THE COULOMB BARRIER RESONANCE REGION

To limit the dimensions of our basis, the harmonic oscillator excitations in the
relative motion degrees offreedom have been restricted to 12 5 Q 5 20 . An expansion
ofthe 1 ZC - 1 ZC relative motion function in terms ofoscillator functions with Q = 12-
20 may be too restricted for good convergence. The possible molecular states, in
particular, may require significant components with higher values ofQin order to build
up sufficient amplitudes in and beyond the Coulomb baroer-surface region of the
1zC+1zC system. The identification of possible candidates for the molecular reso-
nances is therefore not immediately evident since our basis is not rich enough to give a
detailed quantitative comparison between the theoretical model and experiment . The
predicted excitation energies may be expected to be somewhat too high, and the
predicted 1ZC+ 1ZC reduced width amplitudes must be expected to be too small in the
surface region so that it is difficult to pinpoint their possible quasimolecular character .
Nevertheless, it appears to be possible to identify a region in the predicted spectrum as
the seat of the candidates for the molecular resonances with J~ = 0*, 2* and 4* .

Spectroscopic factors are used as afirst rough indicator ofthe molecular character of
our predicted states andwill be used to single out the states ofpotential interest from the
rich spectrum of predicted states . Our model predicts eight 0*, twenty-one 2*, and
twenty-nine 4* states in the energy range from 16 to 27 MeVofexcitation energy in the
A = 24 system . To get a first qualitative idea as to which states maybe candidates for
the molecular resonances, we calculate the following quantity

Here, So is the spectroscopic factor for the 1zC(0*)+ 12C(0*) channel and the S~ are
spectroscopic factors for some ofthe most important exit channels. For specific J~, the
sum over i includes the sueciûc channels defined below : For 0* states the sum over i
includes the a+Z°Ne channels with (i) I = 0, L = 0 ; (ü) I = 2, L = 2 ; (iü) I = 4, L = 4 ;
and the 813e+ 160channel with (iv) I = 0, L = 0.
For2* states the sumover i includes the 12C + 1 zC channel with (i) I1 = 0, I2 = 2, L

= 0; the a+ z°Ne channels with (ü) I = 0, L = 2 ; (iü) I = 2, L =0 ; (iv)I = 2, L = 2 ; (v)
1 =2,L=4 ;(vi)I =4,L=2 ;(vü)1 =4,L=4 ;(vüi)I =4,L=6 ; andtheeBe+ 160
channels with (ix) I = 0, L = 2; (x) I = 2, L = 0.
For4* states, the sum over i includes the 1 ZC+ 1 ZCchannel with (i) I 1 = 0, Iz = 2, L

= 2 ; the a + 2°Ne channels with (ü)I = 0, L = 4 ; (iii) I = 2, L = 2 ; (iv) I = 2, L = 4 ; (v)
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I=2,L=6;(vi)1=4,L=0 ;(vü)I=4,L=2 ;(vüi)I=4,L =4 ;(ix)I=4,L=6 ;
(x) I = 4, L = 8 ; andthe eBe +'60channels with (xi) I = 0, L = 4 ; (xü) I = 2, L = 2.
The spectroscopic factors are calculated as follows. The reduced width amplitude for
the channel i is defined by

Ya(R) _
\
.~ a(RRz

R)
((~Sff~f)(.Í) x ~SA

" fl~.-il(A-.Í))r~ X YL(~j))JMI~JAI

_ ~.Ce ~~ s(RRz
R)

((~Sff~~lci) x ~~A" ff~A -r 1(A-f))t~ x YL(kj))rMl
d

ca.~a . ~

	

(28)

Here the coefficients Cß are the result ofthe full OCM matrix diagonalization and give

the amplitudes of the basis states ( 1lß )~ca~a, with norm eigenvalue ß, in the
expansion of Yf~M [cf. eqs. (4) and (5)] . The spectroscopic amplitude, A;.-ß, for a
particular eigenstate ßto channel i (i =f; Ijl,~ _jl~l,), is then defined by

\
~~(RRz

R)
((~~ff~f)(f ) x ~SA" ffu.-f1(A-f )), X YL(Kj))JMI

	

~~Ca~wa~l

Y~(R) _ ~ CßA;~ß~cQol(R).

	

(31)

S; =
J
dRRZIY~(R)IZ,

	

(32)

and with these spectroscopic factors Sof eq . (27) can be calculated.

Note that in a the fragment designationfis fixed by the label i ; the quantum numbers
(~~) and x are fixed by their values in the parent state ß. The sum over a in eq. (30) is
therefore restricted to a sumover (~~p~) only . In eq . (29) the oscillator quantum number
Qis determined uniquely by the nature ofthe state ßandthe fragment decomposition in
the channel i . With these definitions the reduced width amplitude for the channel i, eq.
(28), is given by

Note that the sum over ß drags along a sum over Q since Q and ß are in 1 :1
correspondence. Note, also, that an extra factor of J2 is needed in y;(R) whenfand
A -fare identical 1ZC fragments, and Ij ~ I,, _ j.

The spectroscopic factors, S;, are then given by

A;~p~Qo~(R). (29)

The amplitude A;~ß is given by

Ai~e = ~~ Uiaca.
a

(30)
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Fig. 2. Possible molecular states . The ~factors are defined in terms of spectroscopic factors by eq . (2T)
and are used as a qualitative indicator of possible molecular character. The region from 21-26 MeV
has been singled out as the potential seat of the sub-Coulomb resonances. Chily states with significant
Sfactors are shown. (In the 21-26 MeV interval, e.g., the total number of 2+ states is 10.) For wm-

parison with experiment, see fig . 2 of ref. zs).

Fig. 2 shows thepredicted Jx = 0+, 2+, 4+ states in the 16-27MeVexcitationregion,
along with their predicted ~values. Oply states with significant values of ~ are in-
dicated in the figure . Of the twenty-one Jx = 2+ states predicted for this full energy
range, e.g., only eight 2+ states have predicted ~factors large enough to show up in fig.
2. The experimentally observed J~ = 0+, 2+, 4+ resonances lie in the 18-23 MeV
excitation (E~.~ . = 4-9 MeV) region. Although it is not straightforward to identify
possible candidates for the molecular resonances from among the states of fig. 2, we
focus on the states in the 21-26 MeV region as the most likely candidates for the
molecular resonances, for the following reasons

(i) Most of these states have appreciable components with the larger oscillator
excitations ofourbasis, spe~cally with Q = 14-18. This is an appropriate characteris-
tic of molecular states . (In an expanded basis including states with Q > 20 these
amplitudes would presumably shift to even higher Q-values and lead to relative-motion
cluster functions with more peaking in the surface region.) As an illustration, some of
the details of the structure of the two 0+ states in the 21-26 MeV region are shown in
table 5. It is interesting to note that the representations (14, 6)and (16, 6) which have the
largest amplitude in the 22.43 MeV state occur only in the tZC+ tZC cluster basis. In
addition, representations such as (14, 6), (16, 6~ (16, 2), and (18, 2) can not be generated
by quadrupole excitations acting on the ground state of ZaMg.

(ü) The predicted states below 21 MeV consist predominantly of states of relatively
pure Q = 14. These are simple shell-model excitations and therefore not good molec-
ular candidates .
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TABt .E 5
Wave functions of 0* molecular candidates

Only states with amplitudes greater than 0.1 are shown . For the 22 .43 MeV state the percentages of
Q = 12, 14, 16, 18 and 20 components are 0.59, 26, 41, 23 and 9.3 . For the 22 .93 MeV state these
percentages are 2.1, 39, 32, 20 and 7.0. Basis states (~R), with multiple occurences are ordered such that
state (Zh), has the largest overlap with the '~C+'~C components, (~p)~ the next largest, etc. States
(xp), which occur only in the' 2C+'=C channel are enumerated in decreasing order of ß.

(iü) The excitation energies predicted in our truncated model basis must be expected
to be somewhat too high since the inclusion in the basis of states with higher relative
motion excitations (Q > 20) would lower the predicted energies, particularly of those
states with significant components with Q = 18 and 20. The needed shift of about 3
MeV to lower energy seems reasonable .

(iv) Thenumber ofstates predicted in the 5 MeVinterval from 21-26 MeVis in good
agreement with the experimental resonances observed ss-i6) in the 5 MeV interval
from 18-23 MeV. Fig. 2 shows that there are two 0 +, six 2 +, and seven 4+ states with
significant ~factors predicted for this 5 MeV interval, in good agreement with the
number of observed 0+ , 2*, and4+ peaks ; [see fig . 2 of ref. ze) and table 1 of ref. z')] .
We therefore identify these states as the candidates of the low-J molecular res-

onance states . A definitive identification, however, should include a prediction of the
widths of the resonances.

(xu) 0*(22.43) 0*(22.93) (À~) 0*(22.43) 0*(22.93)

Q=14 Q=18
(10, 4), 0.14 0.25 (16, 6), 0.31
(10, 4) Z 0.13 -0.18 (18, 2), 0.13 -0.20
(10, 4)3 -0.26 (18, 2) z -0.18 0.12
(10, 4), -0.27 (18, 2) 3 0.17 -0.11
(12, 0) -0.22 (14, 4), 0.15
(82), -0.21 0.13 (14, 4) z 0.17
(82) Z 0.30 0.28 (16, 0) -0.15
(60) 0.25 (12, 2) Z 0.12 0.17

(10, 0) 0.10

Q~16 Q=20
(14, 6) 0.46 (18, 6), 0.21
(16, 2), -0.17 0.27 (20, 2), 0.12
(16, 2) 2 -0.33 0.22 (20, 2) 2 0.15 -0.11
(12, 4), 0.21 (16, 4), 0.10
(12, 4)~ 0.21
(12, 4), -0.10
(14, 0) -0.20
(10, 2)z 0.13 0.21
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Because of our basis truncation the predicted relative-motion wave functions are
least accurate in the asymptotic surface region, so that it is difficult to make reliable
estimates of the widths . This ditïiculty is compounded by the differences between
calculated and experimental energies.
An estimate of widths may be gained from the simple formula

where P, is the Coulomb penetrability, kR/[Fi(kR)+Gi(kR)], yw = 3fiZ/2pR z is the
Wigner-limit value, and 6;(R) is the dimensionless reduced width which is given in
terms of the reduced width amplitude, y,(R), by

Ifour predictions were to give a reasonably accurate functional form for y t(R ) for a wide
enough interval of the interior region, the value of B,(R) at the channel radius could be
obtained by a suitable correction ofthe tail behavior of y,(R) [ref. Ze)] . Since our model
space is too restricted to give a reliable value of y,(R) near the surface region, it is not
possible to apply the above prescription . Instead, we make the simple assumption that
B; (R) is given through the spectroscopic factor by 6;(R) _ ;S, [ref. aa)] . This is apt to
overestimate the reduced width. The penetrabilities have been calculated for the var-
ious decay channels . In the 12C+'ZC Coulomb-barrier region the penetrabilities for
the various ' ZC+' ZC and 8Be +'60 channels are extremely sensitive functions of the
excitation energy. The penetrabilities which have been used are therefore those for the
experimentally observed excitation energies. (This implies that our association of
predicted resonance fme structure components with the observed ones matches the
appropriate partners. ) For the a+z°Ne channels the energy dependence ofthe penetra-
bilities is less pronounced . The partial width estimates ofthe a+ 2°Nechannels are thus
less sensitive to the correct assignments offine structure components.

Table ó lists the estimated partial widths for a few of the predicted resonances (cf: fig.
2) by matching them with observed resonances through rather arbitrary assignments.
(Note, e.g ., that we have matched three of the prominent higher predicted 4+ res-
onances with three of the observed resonances in the corresponding upper part of the
observed low-J resonance region). Table 6 shows that the 12C and 8Be partial widths
are seemingly too small. The smallness of the' ZC(0+)+ 1ZC(0 + ) partial widths, in
particular, casts some question as to a' ZC+ tZC molecular interpretation of these
resonances . The fact that our predicted wave functions do not have sufficient' ZC + 1 ZC
amplitude may, however, be related to the fact that the model space which was used is
too restricted to give a full description ofthe 'ZC + 1ZC resonances. The partial widths
for the a+ s°Ne channels are ofthe right order of magnitude to yield the observed total
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TABLE 6

Estimated widths (in keV)

') Ref. z') .

	

n) Ref. zn) .
l(x,) and r(az) stand for the estimated widths of the decays to the 2* and 4* (1st and 2nd excited)

states of z°Ne .

widths. Some of the overestimates may be related to our prescription for the reduced
width amplitude which is apt to lead to such overestimates. Although the nucleon
channels have not been explicitly included in our coupled channel basis, the overlaps
between the 1ZC + 1ZC components of our basis and the p+23Na cluster functions 10 )

permit us to make a rough order of magnitude estimate and indicate that the partial
widths to the proton channel and some of the low-lying states in 23Na can be of the
same order of magnitude as the partial widths for the a+ 2°Ne channels .

6. Conclosioos

Although a rich basis, including rearrangement channels based on a+ 2°Ne and
sBe+ 16O fragment decompositions, has been used to study the low-J Coulomb-
barrier resonance region in the 12C + 12C excitation functions, the basis used in the
present investigation maynot be rich enough in the oscillator excitations of the relative
motion degrees of freedom to give a detailed quantitative description of these res-
onances . Nevertheless, it appears to be possible to identify a 5 MeV region in the
predicted spectrum as the potential seat of the Jx = 0+ , 2+ , 4+ resonances observed in
the excitation functions of the 12C+12C resonances . The number of 0 +, 2 + , and 4+
states and the approximate spacing of these resonances are in qualitative agreement
with the experimental findings . For this purpose it appears tó be important to couple
' ZC + 12C, a+2°Ne, andaBe+ 160channels. Amodel built on apure'ZC + 1 ZCcluster
basis does not appear to be rich enough to yield the full complexity of the observed
resonance fine structure . The estimates of the total widths are of the right order of
magnitude. Estimates of the 12C(0+)+ 12C(0+) partial widths, however, indicate that
our calculated model wave functions do not predict enough 12C+ 12C reduced width

E, (calc)

(MeV)
E~.~ . (exP)
(MeV)'~b)

~* T (exP)
(keV) ")

r(Co) !'(a °) r(«~) r(az ) l'(He o )

22 .43 4.25 0* 0.02 2 15 1 0 .006
22 .93 5 .80 0* 0 .7 7 8 8 1
22 .75 5 .64 2* 0 .4 18 88 98 0 .1
23 .73 6.64 2* 100 1 1 32 96 1
24 .13 6.85 4* 125 1 58 86 69 0 .2
24 .45 7 .71 4* 125 0 .3 78 430 440 0.05
25 .15 7 .85 4* 0 .5 66 80 200 0 .1
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amplitude in the surface region, where these amplitudes are not sufficiently well de-
veloped to be classified as molecular in character . The basis ofthe present investigation
must be expanded to include higher oscillator excitations in the relative motion degrees
offreedom. However, these initial results make it doubtful whether such an expansion
of the basis will lead to quasibound states of true molecular character. Although the
present study leads us to conclude that a microscopic cluster model can account for the
major features of the observed resonances in the Coulomb barrier region of the
' ZC+' ZC system, it may be more accurate to characterize the quasibound states
responsible for these resonances as quasimolecular rather than true molecular states.

One of the authors (Y.S .) acknowledges the Nishina Memorial Foundation for
financial support and the University of Michigan for its hospitality. We thank J. P.
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